How to Apply for LSC Foundation Scholarships

⇒ Go to the LSC Website home page: WWW.LSC.EDU

⇒ In the upper right hand corner of the page, click “SUPPORT LSC”

⇒ Then click the blue “SCHOLARSHIPS” button

⇒ Click the red “APPLY NOW” button to go to STARS Online

⇒ Create your own Login—Make sure to pick something that will be easy for you to remember!

⇒ Work through filling out each tab of the application process. You will be able to SAVE the information you complete and login to continue filling in required information at another time if you don’t finish.

Tabs:

- Personal Information
- Opening Questionnaire
- Academic Information
- Financial Information

- Free Form Essay Questions
- Attach Documents
- Recommended Scholarships

The “Opening Questionnaire” tab will filter through all of the available scholarships and help to determine which scholarships you qualify to apply for in the “Recommended Scholarships” tab.

⇒ You must APPLY for each scholarship individually. Some scholarships have different requirements than others.